
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR THE CONTEST “KARO DESH RECHARGE” 

 

Preliminary 

1. This “Karo Desh Recharge” Contest (“Contest”) is launched by Dish TV India Limited 

(hereinafter referred to as “Company”) and by participating in the Contest, the 

Participant agrees to be bound by these terms and conditions (“T&C”).  

2. The term of the Contest shall be of 15 days, commencing from 9:00 hrs on 30 April 

2020 to 18:00  hrs on 14 May 2020 (“Contest Period”),   

3. Contest is a UGC based competition which will be showcased on social handles of 

Watcho, Dish TV, Watcho UGC Page, watcho channel on TV, Contest page on Dish 

TV website & App.   

4. Participation in the Contest is open to Indian citizens residing in India subject to 

fulfilment of the terms and conditions mentioned hereinafter.  

Qualification, eligibility and consent of the Participant 

1. The Participant who has completed (eighteen) years of age and above shall be eligible 

to enter the Contest. (Minors above 15 years of age can participate under supervision). 

In case of participation by a minor, you agree to furnish the parent consent form as and 

when required by the Company.   

  

2. The Participant must have a valid account and successfully log to upload the Content. 

The Account ID holder shall be considered as the winner irrespective of participation.  

 

 

3. By participating in the Contest, each Participant agrees that Participant’s name, address, 

telephone numbers, e-mail identities or any other information that is provided by the 

Participant (“Personal Information”) may be shared by the Company with others 

associated with and/or assisting in organizing and administering the Contest, and to 

send to the Participant promotional information pertaining to the Company, in future. 

 

4. The Company shall become the sole owner of all rights in the Content. Participant agree 

to grant and assign to the Company an exclusive and  perpetual right , freely transferable 

to exploit the Content posted by for the purpose of this Contest and its promotion over 

any media . The Participant waive all Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and any related 

rights in the Content.     

5. The Participant shall provide all the documents that are required for participating in the 

Contest and the Company will contact the Winner to furnish requisite documents as 

may be required for the fulfilment of the Contest. 

 

6. No purchase or payment is required to participate in this Contest. Participation is 

voluntary. 

 

Process of Participation and Uploading Pictures and Videos  

1. The interested participant may upload photos and videos (“Content”)   of his/her 

quarantine activities – workout, cooking or anything else from inside your home and 

upload the same on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Tik-Tok. You shall be solely 



responsible for violating any government regulations on social distancing or ‘stay at 

home’ advisory. 

2. All entries/Content to be submitted on social media pages with hashtag 

#KaroDeshRecharge and should mandatorily tag @Dish TV.India and @LetsWatcho. 

The Content can be shared on Watcho App at the Watcho Creator Section. Entry can 

also be sent mailed at karodeshrecharge@dishtv.in .  

3. Each participant will be eligible to upload any number of Content.   

4.  Participant will be allowed to submit Content daily between 09:00 am to 18:00 pm 

(“Upload Time”) only and after the said Upload Time   no Content, if any uploaded, 

shall be entertained. 

5. In case you feel your Content is not up to the mark, you may delete the same and re-

upload a new Content within the same Upload Time.  

6. The uploaded Content should not be objectionable and should strictly adhere to 

provisions, guidelines, directions, advisory passed and applicable under the laws of 

India.  

 

7. All decisions with respect to the Contest shall be at the sole discretion of Dish TV.  In 

the event of any fault, misunderstanding or dispute concerning any part of the Contest 

the decision of Dish TV shall be final. 

 

Selection of Winners and Gift 

1. During the Contest Period, each day Five (5) winners shall be selected by the Company 

and winning entries will be announce at the Company’s website DishTV.in. One winner 

will be awarded gift vouchers worth INR 5000 and the other four winners will be 

awarded a gift vouchers worth INR 2500. The winners of the Contest will be intimated 

through the registered mobile number or e-mail. The gift voucher code shall be emailed 

to the winners to their registered email ID.  

 

2. Company may substitute or change gift voucher under the Contest at any time without 

notice. The Winner shall not be entitled to substitute the Prize for other item(s) or 

exchange for cash. Voucher shall be non-transferable. 

 

3. All taxes, levies and duties due and owing under applicable and statutory laws in 

connection with all the winnings, if any, are the sole responsibility of the Winner. 

 

4. Decision of the Company will be final and binding with regard to the Contest, validity 

of the Content/entries, declaration of Winners and Prize. No correspondence, objection, 

complaints, etc. shall be entertained in this regard. The Company reserves tight to 

disqualify any Participant who violates these T&C or who tampers with the Contest 

process.  

 

General Guidelines 

1. This Contest is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated 

with any social media. 
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2. Company does not make any commitment, express or implied, to respond to any 

feedback, suggestion and, or, queries of the Participant or furnish any reason or 

explanation for inclusion and, or, exclusion of any particular submission of the entry 

of a Participant at any stage of the Contest. 

 

 

3. In case of any uploaded content violates the provision of Indian law, intentionally 

or inadvertently,  the participant agree to indemnify the Company for any claim 

including compensation, penalty, forfeiture,  fine or damage etc., whatsoever, 

caused to the company with respect to uploaded  content in this contest. 

4. You must ensure that all information provided is accurate and complete. In the event 

of any inaccurate /false information, your participation /Prize will be forfeited.  

5. The Contest is subject to force majeure conditions. 

 

6. The Company reserves the right to change/modify/or withdraw the Contest without 

any prior notice of the same at its sole discretion. The Company reserves the right 

to modify the terms and conditions without any prior notice. 

 

  

7. The Contest shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of 

India and exclusive jurisdiction over all matters arising out of or in relation hereto 

shall vest in the courts of Delhi, India. 

 

 

8. This document is an electronic record in terms of Information Technology Act, 

2000, and the Rules there under as applicable and the amended provisions 

pertaining to electronic records in various statutes as amended by the Information 

Technology Act, 2000. This electronic record is generated by a computer system 

and does not require any physical or digital signatures. 

 

 

 

 

************************************ 

 


